FLORENCE JACQUINOT
“THE LADY OF TRENDS”

CHIARA PISA, SERENA GOBBI,
GIULIA MAURO, VALERIA VERGA,
NERINA DI NUNZIO, DOMITILLA DARDI,
GABRIELLA SCAPICCHIO, Derna Leon,
TAMARA COMOLLI, CHICH MERONI
The 72 meters Tankoa Solo is not only a splendid yacht, thanks to the external lines designed by Francesco Paszkowski and the interiors by Margherita Casprini, interior lead designer of FPD studio, it is also one of the most technically advanced yachts thanks to its hull, by Professor Ruggiero. The 72 meters Tankoa Solo, besides being one of the most efficient yachts in recent history, is a high-tech, eco-friendly and amazingly well equipped yacht. With Solo, Tankoa Yachts confirms being the expression of Italian excellence.